
Fall 2017, MATH 1090 Business Algebra Section 6
Instructor: MacArthur, Kelly (Primary)

University of Utah

There were: 88 possible respondents.
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The notes were very helpful in following the class material and demonstrations in class. The lectures were engaging and helpful in learning the subject material.

The course was very well organized and laid out, nothing was a surprise.

Very good lectures and online videos. Very good at answering questions in class.

I really liked that she had the lecture videos posted the lecture note card did wonders in the success of the class

The course was well structured and provided a good amount of information that was needed to progress further into the business school.

Class was great!

The professor had creat ed an up to date website that was friendly to use that came in very handy. The professor was also very willing to help throughout the
semester. Although using webassign was an enormous nuisance.

Quizzes and access to lecture videos

All course content was very organized and laid out clearly for the whole semester. All chapters were covered thoroughly during class, and online homework was
very helpful in preparation for exams.

Teacher was great, easy to talk to and she provided us with many opportunities to succeed.

The videos that were suppose to be watched before going to class was very effective for my learning style and I feel like I was able to benefit very well from. I also
enjoyed how she had notes that you could print to follow along in class.

A friend of mine lost two letter grades because the teacher didn't like him.

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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She was willing to communicate anytime. She was very clear in what was expected and loved the group quizzesMacArthur

Very good st answering questions regarding material. Always availableMacArthur

She supported students regardless of the validity of their answers, and was very flexible despite large class size.MacArthur

Kelly is a wonderful teacher. She makes sure everybody is caught up and if not, she gives you multiple school resources to refer to, in order to ensure we are all
getting a great school experience. She has been very encouraging and her passion for math makes it easier to listen to her lectures.

MacArthur

The instructor creat ed a great environment for learning and engaged students in class participation with no fear of being incorrect. The instructor was very
organized with videos to watch before class and notes to follow during class.

MacArthur

So kind and approachable. One of the best teachers I have ever had!!MacArthur

Professor MacArthur made sure that the students had plenty of time to learn the material. She is a great professor and is very reasonable.MacArthur

Explained wellMacArthur

Math has always been something that was hard for me, Kelly is patient and kind when teaching. She cares about her students and I really appreciate everything she
did not only for me but everyone in the class to help see us succeed.

MacArthur

I have never been all that great in math but Ms. MacArthur made the most connection with the subject that I have experienced. This was done by providing in depth
examples and notes throughout the class while encouraging students to form ideas and find solutions.

MacArthur

Teacher was great!MacArthur

Teacher was great, easy to talk to and she provided us with many opportunities to succeed.MacArthur

Instructor was very strong in teaching the concepts to the students, and allowed for a comfortable in class environment for students to ask questions. All material
was clearly stated, and instructor covered all material on the exams in a fair way. Overall, this was a great course, and I learned a great deal of mathematics along
the way.

MacArthur

Professor MacArthur is a tremendous professor. Extremely helpful and always in a good mood. She wants her students to pass but most importantly learn the
material. She kept the entire class very engaged which was impressive for how large the class was and memorized the student's names too. She was even able to
secure cheaper deals for the online homework platform which even though was an enormous nuisance. helped students actually learn the material. I recommend
Kelly 11/10 times for any class. Her email response time was magnificent. Give her a raise!

MacArthur

The instructor was super kind and easy to learn from. You could tell that she cared for all her students and making sure her students could be successful in the
quizzes, homework assignments, and midterms. This is truly an amazing instructor that I recommend to everyone who wants to learn business math.

MacArthur

Question: Instructor Comments

Liked the split learning style class

Coursework was challenging and the professor made the content really easy to understand.

More review sessions, less quizzes
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